Miami Stories Recording Booth Rental

Thank you for your interest in including the Miami Stories Recording Booth at your next event!

The Miami Stories initiative collects stories about Miami’s past, present, and future. Through this oral history project, HistoryMiami Museum documents life in the Magic City through both written submissions and audio recordings, which are preserved in the museum’s archive, and shared online and through local media outlets.

The Miami Stories Recording Booth allows the museum to capture audio stories at local events. The following requirements must be met in order for our staff to operate the booth:

**Space requirements:** The booth is 8 feet tall and requires a space at least 6’ x 6’ square.

**Electricity:** Access to electricity is required to operate recording equipment.

**Set-up and breakdown:** Set up and breakdown must happen on a weekday. The booth must be able to stay in its location until broken down.

**Location:** The booth should be situated in an area with high foot traffic and limited sound spill from music, speakers, etc. In order to protect the recording equipment and panels, the booth must be placed in a covered area where it is protected from rain and heavy wind.

**Duration:** The booth must be actively in operation for at least 3 hours.

**Costs:** $100 per hour of operation. Transportation, set-up, and breakdown are included.

For more information or to book the Miami Stories Recording Booth, please email miamistories@historymiami.org.